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Editor’s Note
Justice Or Justices
Justice concerns to the ethics, laws and morals in society. However, justice is a dynamic and
relative concept rather than a constant one. What is just for one person might be unjust for
another. In general there are a number of justice models. For instance, conservative justice refers
to social conventions and practice. It is often used to refer to humans and their relationship with
external objects. For example, If one finds a shell at the beach, they may have the right to own
this shell. If one finds a 100 $ bill in the street and no one claims it, the person and only the
person who found the 100$ bill can decide what the fate of the 100 $ bill will be. Even if this
person is rich and there is a homeless person in the same street, in the conservative realm, justice
demands that the person who finds the bill has the right to decide what to do with it. They are
free to donate it or deposit it in their checking account. Another different type of justice is
corrective justice. This one refers to wrong doing. Let’s use a car example: If I buy a car and the
gears don’t function correctly, I can return the car to the dealer. Justice demands that car dealers
sell cars with intact gears. It was wrong that my new car’s gears didn't function. Therefore,
wrongdoing muse be corrected. I can return the car to the auto dealership and get another one. A
different type of justice is distributive justice. This one is pertinent to the distribution of
resources. Following with the car example, if a car industry does not have enough cars for
everyone, people who can pay more for their cars are the ones who get the car. If the National
Institute of Health does not have enough grants for everyone, those who work in a better
institution or write a better application will typically get the grant. If a college does not have
enough openings for everyone applying, those with better applications typically will be admitted
to the school. If a government has 20 million dollar for disability and disability requires a
monthly pay check of 700 $ a month for each person getting disability, only the most disabled
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people will qualify for disability. Distributive justice demands that if there are not enough
resources for everyone, the best candidates should benefit from these resources. Another type of
justice is procedural justice,. Here, there is consensual agreement on a procedure to make justice
to happen. For example, if there is a lottery, everyone agrees with the procedure that the person
who has the ticket number that corresponds to the randomly picked lotto ball wins the prize. The
person who has the winning ticket would get a significant amount of money, while all the other
participants will lose a little money. As soon as all the participants agree with the procedure, it
will be just that all the money goes to the person who bought the winning ticket. In other cases,
we use a comparative justice model. In comparative justice, a person can get a part of something
depending on how many other people are claiming a part too. In this case, if there is one cake
and only three people want to eat cake, it is considered just to divide the cake in three pieces. In
contrast, if there are ten people who want to eat from the cake, it is not just to divide the cake in
three portions only. Comparative justice would demand that the cake is divided in ten pieces
instead.
The subjective perception of justice may vary for each person, each situation, each
group , each nation and so on. Groups and societies demand justice in a pragmatic way in the
form of rules, norms and laws. For the creation of just laws or rules, consensus needs be brought
for the people living a particular household, institution, city, county, state, nation or planet. In
general, justice is approached in an utilitarian way. Utilitarianism embraces the doctrine that an
action or a law is right so far as soon as it promotes happiness and well being in the majority.
Laws are norms that attempt to collect consensus for a harmonious coexistence. Lawmakers try
to satisfy the wellbeing of the majority of people in a society. Thus, utilitarian justice works as
soon as it benefits the majority but it also has drawbacks. Utilitarian justice for a particular
society at a particular time may allow things that we condemn today such as slavery,
discrimination and even genocide of minorities, as soon as it produces well being for the
majority of people in that particular society at that particular time. The laws are dynamic and
constantly changing to address the changes taking place in society. Utilitarian rules may not
consider aspects that challenge the whole idea of justice. For example, utilitarianism in an
institution may reward the most productive employees who consequently may get promoted or
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see a raise in their salaries. However, utilitarianism here would not concern other aspects such as
the innate abilities of those individuals. Utilitarianism cannot satisfy equality. However, equality
is also a relative concept. For instance, equality of
opportunities and equal distribution of wealth and benefits
are difficult to combine. Both of them are just and unjust.
These two ontologies pose incomplete models of justice and
when presented to individuals in society, polarization can
take place. People tend to take a position or the other in
respect to relative concepts and politicians play with these
ideas in order to gain voters and win elections.
In conclusion, justice as an absolute, is a myth. We
can perceive or hint justice but we cannot tell with certainty
if an action is just or unjust. We can develop mechanisms to
approximate ourselves to justice but a complete model of
justice is not possible. In the interim, let’s continue to
attempt to observe justice towards the well being of
humanity.

Themis, Goddess of Justice, 300
BCE, National Museum, Athens,
Greece

Fernando Espí Forcén
fespiforcen@gmail.com

Further reading: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justice/#JustMappConc
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Icons of Psychiatry
Salome And The Execution Of
John The Baptist
Fernando Espí Forcén, M.D., Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston
Email: fespiforcen@gmail.com

A few days before the death of Herod the
Great, King of Judea under the Roman rule
in 4 BCE. Herod learned that his heir and
son Herod Phillip had planed to poison him.
Consequently, right before his death, Herod
the Great changed his will and removed his
son’s royal privileges. Herod Phillip lost his
opportunity to inherit his father’s kingdom
and following the King’s death, Judea was
divided among Herod the Great’s three other
children. The inheritors were Herod Antipas,
Herod Archelaus and Phillip. Of these three,
Herod Antipas, inherited the subkingdom of
Galilee in Judea. Herod Antipas became an
important character in the Christian Gospels
as he ordered the execution of John the
Baptist and participated in the execution of
Volume 9 Issue 2
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Jesus of Nazareth. One of the first things Antipas did as king was to divorce his wife and marry
his half sister Herodias. In order to do that, Herodias also had to divorce her husband, Herod
Phillip (the former heir of Judea’s Kingdom). As we see, intermarriage and incest was common
at this time in Judea’s royalty family. Also, there was not a lot variability when picking a name
for their descendants. Before their divorce, Herodias and Herod Phillip had had a daughter
named Salome. Herod Antipas’ decision to divorce his wife and marry the divorcee of his brother
was seen by the people of Judea with disdain. One of the most critical people was John the
Baptist, a charismatic and popular Jewish rabbi who practiced baptism at the Jordan River.
According to the Gospels, John publicly rebuked Herod Antipas for divorcing his wife and
marrying his brother’s divorcee. At that time, spiritual leaders like John the Baptist had an
important political role in society. From a historical viewpoint, John’s criticism of Antipas’
marriage was the cause of his death sentence. Antipas’ was well aware of John’s ability to
influence the public opinion of Galilean people and aware of the threat that John represented for
his throne, ordered his execution. However, the Christian narrative offers an interestingly
alternative version of the events. In this version, Herodias was the one who asked Herod Antipas
for the execution of John the Baptist. According to the Gospels, Herod Antipas was reluctant to
capture and kill John because he liked him and saw him as a righteous man. One day, during a
feast, Herodias’ daughter Salome, danced for Herod Antipas. He felt so seduced by Salome’s
dances that he offered her anything she would asked for. In order to please her mom’s desire,
Salome asked for the head of John the Baptist. Antipas felt very conflicted because he admired
John and did not want to harm him but he had already promised that he would offer Salome
anything she wanted. Thus, in order to keep his word, Antipas reluctantly ordered the capture and
beheading of John the Baptist. Following, some servants brought the head of the Baptist to
Salome who finally presented it to her mother Herodias. This misogynistic version of Joh’s
execution had the purpose of warning men about the potential danger of women’s seductive
abilities and supported the idea that they may become manipulated by women and and end up
doing something they did not really want to do. The story of Salome presenting the head of John
The Baptist became a popular theme depicted in the history of art during in Europe for centuries.
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Many museums across the world host paintings of Salome presenting the head of John the
Baptist.
Historically, Herod Antipas was most likely the one who executed John the Baptist,
fearing the impact that the Baptist’s opinion could exert in the Galilean society he ruled. The
Christian version of Salome and Herodias seducing Herod Antipas to execute John the Baptist
has no historical plausibility. The success of this story in the Bible and the arts may help us
elucidate, from a gender study viewpoint, the status of women in history.
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Essays
Justice
Jiansan Gu, MD, Resurrection Medical Center, Chicago, IL
Email: Jiansan_Gu@rush.edu

Justice is an ephemeral concept with many facets. One often thinks of the criminal justice system
when the topic of justice is broached. The concept of justice is especially pertinent during the
current times we live in. To say that our society is on the cusp of coming to terms between
policing as well as our community’s well being, is a gross understatement. This process of
reconciliation has rocked our society to its very foundations. The nature of what is deemed
criminal and what is deemed acceptable is more fluid than many think. From the
decriminalization of marijuana use, to the criminalization of possessing automatic firearms, our
society’s definition of justice has shifted within a single generation. Within the core of this
debate is not only what constitutes a crime, but also where it comes from.
The etiology of what society has deemed criminal can be seen as a dichotomous debate
between a disease processes as the etiology of criminality versus a person’s personal character
flaws. This variation on the debate of nature versus nurture has been ongoing even prior to the
publication of Records of the Grand Historian by Sima Qian in 94 BCE, when the question was
raised on the etiology of a commoner and nobleman’s disparate dispositions. Yet one wonders if
this debate is entirely valid. Even if one were to assume that any transgressive act of injustice
was the fault of the individual, does that mean said person is now irredeemable? Some would
agree, but to say that justice is simply a socially sanctioned form of retribution leaves one feeling
hollow. To this day, some of the most concerning conflicts in the world from the Levant to the
Horn of Africa are the result of generational blood debts that each party to the conflict sees as
being unpaid. An eye for an eye as they say, leaves everyone blind.
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American is not immune to this circular logic. Take for example the opioid epidemic in
which we are firmly in the grips of. Within the last 12 months, as of May 2021, the average
change in total number of drug overdose deaths is a 30% increase according to the latest figures
from the CDC. Has justice deemed that the 91,862 individuals who passed in the past year were
deserving of the unfortunate fates they met? Many would say so, and this can be seen in the
draconian measures some states have taken towards the prosecution of those suffering from
addiction. While at the same time, medical and social services are pared down, increasing the
rates of relapse among those who are held in the cutches of addiction. To outside observers, this
would seem as if one is cutting off the nose to spite the face. I would posit that justice demands
the very opposite of what our society has practiced thus far. On its scales, the meting out of
punishment must be balanced with the practice of forgiveness and rehabilitation.
Janine was one such patient I had treated over the course of my residency as a newly
minted physician, for whom rehabilitation was so crucially needed but always out of reach.
Janine was a decorated officer who served honorably during her active tenure in the police force.
Yet, she came from a family with a history of drug addiction. The weight of this history hung like
the sword of Damocles, ready to undo all that she’s worked for. Due to her exceptional
performance, Janine was transferred to the special victims division of the department to handle
the toughest of cases. For years on end, she saw the worst that humanity had to offer, and came
face to face with the physical manifestation of injustice perpetrated on the most vulnerable. Like
so, Janine became a statistic in the debate regarding drug addiction in the US. Did she succumb
to addiction due to a weakness in character? Or, like Macaria in Heracleidae, she became a
Euripidean sacrificial lamb that bore the weight of our society’s shortcomings and inequities on
her shoulders, finally succumbing under its enormous weight. If our society practiced justice, it
would have made provisions for people like Janine to come out of the shadows and seek help so
that they may rejoin our community. Whereas in reality, Janine was shunned and ostracized. Hers
were the hands that reached across the darkness to those who were lost in the void. Yet when it
was her turn to reach into the darkness for a lifeline, there was no reply. Fate it seems, is not
without a cruel sense of irony. Yet while the sword of Damocles that hovered so precariously
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over Janine might have been hung by the hands of fate, it was unmistakably our society’s hands
that cut the tether.
Whether or not people are the products of our genetics or our environments, the concept
of justice must include the provision for rehabilitation and forgiveness. It bears mentioning that
unlike many other democracies in the world, neither our constitution nor our bill of rights has
enshrined this concept into its fundamental precepts of justice. People like Janine deserve better,
and we as a society can do better.
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The Legality Of Insanity
Muhammad Shamil Abbasy, MD, Research Assistant, Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, Rush
University Medical Center; Ali Saleem Manghi, MBBS, Medical Manager, Roche Pharma.
Email: shameel.abbasy91@gmail.com

On any given day, the courthouse will be seen to be dealing with people, organizations, and
government agencies. They offer various solutions but principally apply the law to disputes
brought before them. However, in recent years, there has been an increasing trend in utilizing the
services of qualified mental health professionals in criminal courts.
Criminal courts, by design, establish whether a person has broken a law against harming
another human, animal, or property. If found guilty, they penalize the offender. These courts are
often seen being frequented by forensic psychiatrists, who bring their behavioral research
expertise into the courtroom. This branch of psychiatry often plays a role in punishing and
preventing crimes. Their expertise is usually required by judges, attorneys, police officers, city
planners, school administrators, mental health facilities, correctional institutions, military units,
and the private sector. Professionals in this field are often given the sinister responsibilities of
trying to figure out why certain types of people commit crimes; what type of person commits a
crime; and how to prevent people from committing crimes. (1)
Without a doubt, research into this discipline has changed the approach to certain
criminal cases. Nowhere is this more evident than in those scenarios involving “insane”
individuals. Insane refers to an individual exhibiting a severely disordered state of mind. (2)
What should be the punishment of someone who was deemed to not be in control of their actions
when committing the said act?
The definition of legally insane is a legal determination, not a psychological one.
However, a psychological analysis plays into this. At times, a person may be considered
psychotic but still not meet the legal definition of being insane. The legal definition of insanity
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varies by jurisdiction. Different states use different standards to determine if a person is legally
insane. (3)
Forensic psychiatrists have helped to shape a distinct system that helps the government to
achieve justice but with the use of a number of adjustments that can help judges make the
ultimate verdict as objective as possible. The appropriateness of the sentence is also influenced
by forensic psychologists as the latter provide an unequivocal contribution to the discussion of a
criminal’s consciousness and cognitive functioning. The help of forensic psychologists is also
represented by their willingness to examine the suspects within the environment of a health care
facility specializing in mental health issues.
Should legally insane individuals be tried and sentenced differently? In the US, according
to the legislation, no one can be charged for wrongdoing activity if they were “legally insane”
throughout the time of committing the crime. (4) It can be concluded that the impact of forensic
psychology on the criminal justice system of the United States of America should never be
underestimated.

References:
https://www.fnu.edu/role-forensic-psychology-criminal-justice/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/insane
https://www.hg.org/legal-articles/when-is-a-person-legally-insane-40282
Fox & Levin, 2015
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Articles
Psychiatric Lectures Ignited By
(Electro) Shocks
Kamilla Pedersen, Assistant Professor, Centre for Health Sciences Education, Aarhus
University Denmark and Psychosis Research Unit, Aarhus University Hospital

Email: kamilla@cesu.au.dk

When introducing health students to psychiatry (nursing, medicine, psychology etc.), it may be
possible that students will recall a dramatic introduction to the medical discipline devoted to
diagnosis and treatment of mental illness.

Madhouse. Electric shock. Insulin coma. Isolation. Lobotomy. Straitjackets, Rubber cells.

Dark shadows from the psychiatry past tell of (sadistic) experiments of restrained
patients. Alternatively, personalities or cultural differences that at the time could be interpreted as
deviant. The teacher may gesture these tell tales with widened eyes - and enchant the audience
for a short while. Maybe providing rich descriptions or with visual images. Maybe mediated with
PowerPoint. A rite of passage in which the students are given insight into what may be otherwise
unknown to them at the time they entered the psychiatric lecture.
Then the peculiar excuse. The teachers apologize on behalf of the ancestors of the
psychiatric chapters of darkness. The psychiatric discipline did not know better. They did what
they could with the knowledge and the resources available to them at the time. Today we so
know much more. We have therapy, medicine, recovery-oriented programs, empowerment
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policies, sensory duvets, and mindfulness courses. We have better educations, single rooms,
patient education, patient-relative involvement and housing support arrangements, and
compassion-focused therapy.
Amidst all this information about today's protective measures of the nation’s mental
health, the student may still sit stunned and choked having images of strapped patients scrambled
in their brains, through their eyeballs, by men in long white uniforms holding long pointed
icepicks.
Studies that have examined health students' experiences of psychiatric teaching
have found correlations between emotional impressions that are catalyzed by dramatic means, on
their learning.
In cases, the dramatic effect has partly surpassed the memory of the other content
in the psychiatric lectures with a negative influence on students understanding of clinical
psychiatry1,2. And of psychiatric patients and mental illness, despite decades of efforts to the
contrary promoting of destigmatization campaign to target the preconceptions and stigmatized
attitudes in the general public, that influences and interferes with the lives of people who affected
by mental illness.
Yet, being in the twenty-twenties, we must question whether the image of
psychiatry has not crossed beyond the understandings that one of the strongest visual references
to psychiatry is a scene from a 1976 film – portrayed by the inadvertent patient silenced by
electrical voltage? What does a Cuckoo’s Nest on the retina do for emerging health
professionals?
Admitting, the above description is a gross generalization of psychiatric lectures.
Provocative, simplistic and possibly out of proportion. Psychiatry teachers are most likely
passionate, engaged and devoted to this area of lecturing. They pass on traditions to the next time
generation of health professionals.
However, on behalf of psychiatric patients, it is still relevant to discuss whether the
lecture rites of passage provides students with the desired learning and insight to equip them for
their work in health care and adequately challenge the prejudices that challenge the
understanding of psychiatry and mental illness. The questions ascending are what these electro
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(shock) and inevitable emotional impressions have for students' understanding of psychiatry as a
medical discipline and of psychiatric patients.

From Drama and Darkness to Recovery and Cure

Psychiatry has continuously been regarded as a somewhat intriguing mystery. Moreover, concept
of dramatization. Variations on the "asylum" and the divergent personalities, patients as well as
staff, have historically inspired many artist's interpretations of the nature of the mental health
system. In numerous pieces of art, culture, music, dance and poetry. In stories, films, series,
documentaries and portrayals on social realism3. A sprinkle of mental deviation in the gallery of
the main characters in the story being told has always increased the likelihood of engaging a
thrill and attention toward the subject. Hollywood knows it. And the psychiatry teacher knows it
too.
Less dramatic is the treatment of mental illness as it occurs in our present,
relatively common, and at times valued, everyday life. Fortunately. Mental illness is a
widespread public health problem in. Anxiety, stress, bipolar disorder, depression, psychosis:
Mental disorders are the fastest-growing category of common diseases in the world4.
Psychiatric treatment and therapy has evolved to a point that most people may
know that most patients recover or are completely cured from their illness. Still, negative
assumptions about psychiatric treatment of mental illness stay resilient and typically based on
lack of knowledge and generalization based on misleading portrayals in popular media. There is
a (slow)growing recognition that how knowledge about diseases, symptoms and represent and
talk about in the health educations, is important for students' later understanding of, reflections
on and approach to patients with mental illness5.
Psychiatric lectures should learn students about the past providing them with tools
to professionally and critically reflect their origins and not to induce emotions of anxiety horror
and shame. That is the entrusted duty of teachers who guide students through rites of passages
during their education6.
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Should we not talk about the past at all? Of course, we should. Understanding our
history and our past is defining for our present state of evolvement. Without knowledge about
our past, we cannot reflect critically, on our present day. Nevertheless, we can strive to develop
situational awareness. Besides, we should especially consider how we at the same time may
stimulate student attentions and provide an engaging experience.

Justifiable representations

Knowledge of learning and memory indicates that students to a lesser extent remember what they
learned during a lecture on behalf of what they felt in the situation. If learning is accompanied by
an addressing of emotions, the greater the commitment to the lecture the better the opportunity
for the learning to stocks and compiles7. During clinical training, some of the most emotionally
stimulating learning situations find their place in the direct work with patients and with resident
hospital and health care staff.
However today training of healthcare professionals takes place predominantly
away from patients, and their course of education often covers more than 1000 hours of presence
in lectures and auditorium.
It can be less emotionally arousing to sit in a classroom and receive instruction on
text-heavy digital scrolls (PowerPoint slides), in a vague professional language that is expected
to be memorized, if nothing else, the exams. For the student, the text language is often abstract whereas visual memories, such as Cuckoo Nests of the 19-th century, remains clearer.
Nevertheless, there are alternatives. We can create new mental images for students
that better fit our present. Visual images that can evoke equally great emotional impressions, but
with different measures, resting on more justified understandings of clinical psychiatry as a
medical discipline.

Alternative emotional impressions in learning
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Teaching courses in psychiatry with a focus on the patient is a whole a meaningful priority.
Clinical psychiatry is unique in combining basic medical knowledge with a
humanistic approach to patients and the interpersonal encounters have an aesthetic character
addressing emotions and reactions in both patient and clinician, which not easily communicates
using texts and theories8,9
Advantageously and deliberately psychiatric lectures could be designed to address
student’s senses in the lectures to develop a greater sense of integration of medical knowledge
and interpersonal dimension as it unfolds in clinical reality.
We should not be afraid to reach the students with the visual impression and the
other senses. Video is an immense way to do just that. Video makes us think. Do not turn off the
brain. And the powerful visual power to draw a disease as invisible as mental illness can
intensify students' senses and strengthen their learning and insight.
We can choose to make use of our technologies' ability to create authentic
narratives about psychiatry produced in co-creation with patients. Let visual presentations of
psychiatry, with engaging angles and quality, compete with and surpass the drama and language
of catalyzing the entertaining shock of disgusted emotions. Psychiatry is full of feelings of good
and evil. Clinical psychiatry and the psychiatric patient have deserved to be represented with
these nuances. The dilemmas, challenges and sharp critical reflections on the clinical context and
reality as it appears in the everyday life of health care settings and hospital wards.
Of course, there will always be the opportunity to use the shortcut to engage - and
entertain - students by t the Cuckoo's Nest and related off-spinners. Mad asylums as a scene also
have cool effects that will inevitable engage the student’s attention in the often dull and lesser
vibrant lecture surroundings. The self-reported satisfaction reports from the entertained student’s
will look good on the evaluations formulas for benchmarking purposes. There are many
engaging movies about psychiatry and madness to draw upon in the classroom

These just do not have much to do with contemporary clinical psychiatry.
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Four Fugues On Justice
Simon Wein, MD, Pain and Palliative Service, Davidoff Cancer Center, Petach Tikva, Israel

Email: wein1@bezeqint.net

Epigraph:
'Can Injustice be framed into Law?'
Psalm 94
A.
Albert Camus wrote in his essay 'The Myth of Sisyphus':
'The absurd man thus catches sight of a burning and frigid, transparent and limited universe in
which nothing is possible but everything is given, and beyond which all is collapse and
nothingness. He can then decide to accept such a universe and draw from it his strength, his
refusal to hope, and the unyielding evidence of a life without consolation.'
A universe that is all 'collapse and nothingness' implies no Universal or Deistic justice.
Having accepted this, we must create laws and rules to govern ourselves in an orderly fashion. It
is up to us since we are alone. As our self-reliance develops we will gain confidence, build,
create and reflect on our lives. Meaning will then materialize from the void. Similarly, in
refusing to hope for a consolation prize, Camus precluded the possibility of a tortured soul being
recompensed either in this life or one hereafter.

B.
Yosl Bergner an Australian-Israeli artist created a series of drawings and paintings based on
Franz Kafka's writings. This painting entitled 'The Judge' was inspired by Kafka's book, 'The
Trial' and painted circa 1980. The commentary in the painting states: 'The strange thing was that
the judge did not seem to be sitting in dignified composure'.
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The Judge (Fig. 1)
Kafka's 'The Trial' epitomizes injustice. The painting and accompanying comment seem
to refer to a corrupt judge. The judge is not straight and sits crookedly, superciliously and maybe
with contempt. The existence of a judge in robes implies Law and Legislation but the painting
suggests the Law has been dishonoured. As if the Judge is more important than the Law hence
the judge is seated askew and undignified.

C.
Alan Price is an English musician. This song 'Justice' is from the Warner Bros.' 1973 film 'O
Lucky Man!' directed by Lindsay Anderson.
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(Fig. 2)
'We all want justice but you got to have the money to buy it –
You'd have to be a fool to close your eyes and deny it.
There's a lot of poor people who are walking the streets of my town,
Too blind to see that justice is used to do them right down…
There'll always be a fool who insists on taking his chances,
And that is the man who believes in true love romances.
He will trust and rely on the goodness in human nature Now a judge will tell you that's a pathetic creature
All through life from beginning to end,
You pay your monthly installments Next to health is wealth
And only wealth will buy you justice.
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Money, justice
Money and justice,
Money, justice.'

When the final stanza is sung, 'justice' sounds like 'just is'. Justice just is money. Certainly
in my home town, if you want to win a case you pay more to retain a better lawyer. In other
towns a bribe may be offered. Where is justice, fairness, righteousness in a system whose scales
are tilted by money or political influence?
A memorable scene in the film shows a robed judge in court delivering a corrupt
decision. He then retires to his chambers, takes off his robes and is naked underneath. He bends
over a chair and his assistant penitently whips him with a fluffy switch.

!

The Judge, (Fig. 3)

D.
King David in Psalm 94 said:
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'Judge of the earth, arise; render to the arrogant their recompense. How long shall the wicked, O
Lord, how long shall the wicked exult?…They kill the widow and the stranger, and murder the
orphans.

And they say, "The Lord does not see…” Understand you fools…Shall He who

implants the ear not hear? Shall He who forms the eye not see? Shall He who chastises nations
not punish? Shall He who imparts knowledge to man not know?'
Here is a King distressed by the absence of justice in the world, and moreover that the
evildoers laugh at the idea of righteousness and by implication of God's existence. David
assumes there is a God and appeals to Him to rectify the injustices. He uses glorious imagery and
imperious logic, but yet David cries out in the void for justice.

Commentary
There we have it - four idiosyncratically collated views on the nature of justice in the world.
Three comments could be described as cynical, discouraged or absurd, based on the belief that
justice is relative and the universe is leavened in meaninglessness.
The fourth, from the Psalmist, expresses a belief that there is a Judge on High who
created absolute justice, like the law of gravity.
Plato contemplated justice: 'Is what is morally good commanded by God because it is
morally good, or is it morally good because it is commanded by God?' If the latter is true, then
Justice is beyond mortal understanding and it is the authoritative command of God; if the former
is true, then morality (and justice) exists independently of God, and its foundation is within the
purview of us mortals. It is we who must insert justice into the law.
Utilitarian philosophers fuss less about the concept of justice and consider the Law of any
given society as a pragmatic man-made legislature whose value is measured by maximum
benefit; not as in the epigraph where the Psalmist cried out in disbelief that Heavenly Justice
might not be the guiding light of the Law.
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Conclusion
I was once in court to be a witness. I became frustrated over some procedural item. Later as I
was leaving a lawyer came up to me and quoted Lord Chief Justice Hewart: 'Justice should not
only be done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done.’ That is, the public has
an interest in openly seeing the machinations of the law. Kafka and Bergner railed against a
hidden and secretive judicial process.

Yet the goddess of justice, Justitia, with the scales in one hand and a sword in the other, is
blindfolded in order to remind us that the law must show no favoritism. (Fig. 4)

!
A statue based on the Roman Goddess of Justice, Justitia, in front of the Court of Final Appeal in Hong
Kong (Fig. 4)

It is a lovely paradox – blind and seen - that accompanies an open, just and democratic society.
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Resentiment And The Politics Of
Equity: Justice Without Mercy
George Zimmar, Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Pace University
Email: gpzimmar@gmail.com

Cries for justice pervade the planet. If not justice, then the appearance of justice. Whether for
impoverished farmers, disadvantaged urbanites, or the declining middle class, strident demands
to right the perceived wrongs of the past and present are widespread. These demands prescribe a
progressive march forward to a future of equity. It is not the purpose of this essay to question
such plaints, for it’s no picnic to be poor or disenfranchised or hollowed out.

Rather, let’s

analyze the motivation for parity of outcome from a philosophical perspective. Federal and state
governments, public corporations, and educational institutions are falling all over one another to
achieve some level of equity. Whether or not they are successful in these endeavors will depend
on the philosophical basis of motivation for such recompence.
Justifications proliferate for improving the conditions of the poor, enfranchising the
marginalized, and restoring the middle class. These reasons include a call for fairness of
opportunity, empathy for the downtrodden, and adherence to the ethics of the social contract.
From the perspective of those who feel themselves wronged and their supporters who call for
recompense, these motives are front and center in their demands for equity. The destitute need to
be made whole, the aggrieved compensated, and a living wage imposed to preserve the middle
class. However, the resentment or hostility of the wronged is rarely mentioned as the motive for
recompense. Sren Kierkegaard (1813–1855), called this emotion ressentiment but did little to
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develop the idea. It fell on Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900) to advance the notion. So, what is
ressentiment, and what role can it play in advancing social justice?
Among Nietzsche’s works, On the Genealogy of Morals contains one of his most disturbing
ideas about morality—namely, that its values stem from ressentiment of the oppressed (slaves).
Nobility, valor, and arete1 are redefined by the exploited as evils and associated with arrogance,
assertiveness, and avariciousness. Good embodies the opposite of these qualities. Therefore, a
good man is one who least resembles the strong man.
The problem with the other origin of the “good,” of the good man, as the person
of ressentiment has thought it out for himself, demands some conclusion. It is not surprising that
the lambs should bear a grudge against the great birds of prey, but that is no reason for blaming
the great birds of prey for taking the little lambs. And when the lambs say among themselves,
"These birds of prey are evil, and he who least resembles a bird of prey, who is rather its opposite,
a lamb, —should he not be good?" then there is nothing to carp with in this ideal's establishment,
though the birds of prey may regard it a little mockingly, and maybe say to themselves, "We bear
no grudge against them, these good lambs, we even love them: nothing is tastier than a tender
lamb.1

Goodness therefore lies in humility, meekness, and generosity. The noble Achilles of antiquity is
told that “to be strong one is free to be weak.” To be good one is not exalted, but humble, selfeffacing, and without privilege. Christ’s Beatitudes replaced Homer’s heroic virtues. Christ
opened his mouth and taught them, saying,
How blissful** the destitute, abject in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of the heavens; How
blissful those who mourn, for they shall be aided; How blissful the gentle, for they shall inherit
the earth; How blissful for those who hunger for what is right, for they shall feast; How blissful
the merciful, for they shall receive mercy; How blissful the pure in heart for they shall see God;
How blissful the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God; How blissful those who have
been persecuted for the sake of what is right, for theirs is the Kingdom of the heavens; How
blissful you when they reproach you, and persecute you and falsely accuse you of every evil for
my sake.2

1arete
*

(ἀρετή), Homeric concept that implies excellence, bravery, and virtue.

*µακάριος (makarios), “blessed, happy, fortunate,” originally with a connotation of divine or heavenly bliss.
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The strong went along with the redefinition of virtue. After all, a predator in sheep’s clothing
also fares well among the weak.

Nietzsche neglects to provide an apposite definition of ressentiment or even to offer a
translation into German. Nonetheless Max Scheler (1874-1928), a ressentiment authority, steps
forward and draws out a definition that should suffice for the interests of this paper.
Ressentiment is a self-poisoning of the mind which has quite definite causes and consequences.
It is a lasting mental attitude, caused by the systematic repression of certain emotions and affects
which, as such, are normal components of human nature. Their repression leads to the constant
tendency to indulge in certain kinds of value delusions and corresponding value judgments. The
emotions and affects primarily concerned are revenge, malice, envy, the impulse to detract and
spite.3

Does a self-poisoned mind lead to value delusions and value judgments that are based on
vengeance, malevolence, and jealousy?

If so, what form might such ressentiment take? “The

head of the beast can only be cut off at one place; that’s downtown Manhattan,” roared
filmmaker and activist Michael Moore (1954–), and the tender lambs marched to Wall Street.4
Occupy Wall Street, a generational watershed event, transmuted the idea of social justice
into a broad movement that, in turn, transformed society in many ways. The protest’s origins lay
in the prior collapse of the mortgage market, resulting in massive unemployment and the near
ruin of the world economy. Unemployed youth were angered by what they saw as corporate
greed and the failure of capitalism as responsible for their situation.

In 2011, scores of out-of-

work millennials, many of whom were professionals, invaded Zuccotti Park in lower Manhattan
and set up a tent community in protest of the expansive sense of inequality experienced by many
Americans.
The rallying cry for these passionate activists became “we are the 99%,” indicating the
quantity of wealth held by the elite of the city compared to the masses, while also commenting
on the sheer size of the movement in comparison to the elites.5 But with Occupy Wall Street, it
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wasn’t necessary to convince the majority of Americans that greed rules Wall Street, that the
banks have no one’s interests but their own at heart, or that corporate America is out to squeeze
every last bit of labor and wages out of everyone’s pocket.”6 The Occupy Wall Street protest
ended after two months when the tent city was cleared by the police as ordered by the mayor, but
its effects nationwide, were profound.
The message of Occupy Wall Street spread far beyond Zuccotti Park, and a perfect storm of
grievances was unleashed.

In the minds of many, the excessive wealth of the few drained the

small holdings of the masses. Corporate leaders were no longer the dynamos of the economy but
purveyors of greed.

The pervasiveness of intersectionality revealed how different kinds of

oppression – like those based on gender and race – intersected with one another. Racism denied
opportunity for blacks and fostered police brutality and murder. The collapse of mortgages made
the tent cities home for many.

Capitalists proliferated joblessness rather than new industry.

College debt denied opportunity and constrained prospects for success.

Soulless CEOs

transferred jobs out of the country, leaving massive joblessness in its wake. Resentment, anger,
and disgust followed the Occupy Wall Street protest from coast to coast and led to a call for
justice without mercy.
Tax the 1% to the hilt and reallocate funds to the 99% were among the proposals for wealth
redistribution. Establish confiscatory estate taxes and a program of redistribution to equalize the
wealth of the have-nots.

Enact legislation for reparations for the descendants of slaves to

penalize the former slave-holding society. Peel off all traces of slavery from the public square
and strip the names of racists and slave holders from public and private spaces. Defund and
penalize the police in reprisal for the perceived and real abuse of minorities.

Absolve the

mortgages of the hardworking as well as the profligate. Create a living wage for those who work
and those who do not.

Forget college debt and establish free universities for all.

Force

employers to bring companies back to the United States. Such prescriptions for social justice
may appear extreme to some as ressentiment calls for restoring the sense of equality that is a
right for citizens and non-citizens.
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The problem with ressentiment, as with all negative intentions, is that it turns its malice back
on its source, and as a result, the calls for justice result in injustice. Confiscate the wealth of the
wealthy, and the result is poverty for all. Defund the police, and crime becomes rampant. Impose
reparations for century-old slavery, and racism becomes structural racism. Compel corporations
to insolvency, and joblessness becomes a depression. Sliver a culture from its history, and its
legacy becomes hollow. Is the search for social justice a delusion rooted in ressentiment? In
Plato’s Republic we find, “the last extreme of injustice is to appear to be just without being so.”
Several philosophical approaches to social justice were mentioned (fairness, empathy, social
contract), and no doubt will play a role in untangling the challenge of equity of opportunity in the
United States.

Much as we look to the day when cries for justice are satisfied or are replaced

with social harmony, that day will not arrive if the malice of ressentiment is the philosophical
basis of social change.

Friederich Nietzsche
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A Similar Feeling: Westernization
Of Traditional Psychoactive Plant
Medicines
Remnants Of Colonization In Modern Media
Andrew Goulian, MPH, Columbia University, New York, NY; Matt Brown, DO, MBA, Psych Arts,
Chicago, IL
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Storytelling and legends have been a focal point for the introduction of plant medicines across
different cultures. Each culture’s view of these plant medicines is translated in various forms of
media including storybooks, popular music, and dramatic interpretations in film. By tapping into
an underlying desire for connection, the individual’s expectations of a plant medicine experience
are often informed by media.

Tobacco

In current American society, consumption of tobacco is demonized as a primary health damaging
consumable product. The controversy surrounding the consumption of tobacco products runs so
deep in modern times that the act of smoking tobacco is prohibited in most restaurants, many
public spaces, including parks and educational facilities, and can even be used as a means to
deter potential employment- all in the name of public health (Bayer & Stuber, 2006). When
inquiring about the history of tobacco, there is an incredible transformation from traditional
psychoactive plant medicine to a branded and marketed product that is available everywhere
from gas station convenience stores to pharmacies.
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Public health and media scholars alike can instantly picture mid-century American
advertisements that show physician’s recommending certain brands of cigarettes and touting the
product for health benefits. (Image 1) And dramatic depictions of consumption exhibit nostalgia
and romanticize workplace smoking in examples such as the television series produced by AMC
entitled Mad Men (2007-2015) that portrays advertising executives in New York City in the
1960s. Many characters in the series use tobacco as an aid to their creativity and are portrayed
viciously consuming cigarettes in moments of stress and later even use cigarettes as celebratory
moments with co-workers- all of which illustrate the oblivious unawareness of the health
problems later associated with tobacco associated with the time period. (Image 2)
However, before Europeans arrived in the Americas, tobacco was unknown to Western
society. From a Native American perspective, tobacco was often smoked out from reeds made of
wood or clay and used in ceremony for sacred practices in addition to being consumed for
therapeutic and medical purposes. Recorded oral stories indicate that members of Christopher
Columbus’ crew observed that indigenous Native Americans carried a burning torch that
contained tobacco to disinfect their immediate surroundings and ward off disease and fatigue
(Dickson, 1954). Later reports of medical use for tobacco in Mexico before 1519 include the use
of the plant as an antidiarrheal medicine and topical application to treat wounds, burns and pain
(Charlon, 2004). Not too long after Columbus’ expeditions, French physician Jean Nicot used
tobacco to successfully treat the migraine headaches of Queen Catherine de Medici, which
transformed tobacco from exotic New World herb to the herbe sainte or “holy plant”- a critical
turning point in the story behind the rise in tobacco consumption and movement from indigenous
plant to Westernized product with medicinal capacity (Hart & Ksir, 2017). Moving forward in
time, tobacco developed a reputation through storytelling as a panacea for therapeutic application
while simultaneously being disputed for health claims amongst different physicians.
The story of tobacco consumption in America began as raw product that became
colonized by savvy traders and importers thus commodifying the plant. Commercialization
capitalized on the stories about tobacco and led to eventual product placement in media to
materialize cigarettes, cigars and chewing tobacco into a top consumer product that also
contained a habit-forming compound naturally found in the substance. Tobacco producers were
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keen to dispute claims of the product being habit-forming until evidence against tobacco in the
1964 U.S. Surgeon General’s Report concluded a link between smoking and lung cancer. Later
reports noted that all forms of tobacco are habit forming because nicotine induces habitual
behavior of consumption (CDC, 2019).

!
Image 1

!
Image 2
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Coca:

The story from cultural plant medicine to biomedical use is seen in other psychoactive materials
such as coca. The once sacred plant of the Incan civilization has been transformed by modern
production methods into cocaine and crack-cocaine and portrayed in popular media with a sense
of power, superhuman focus, and maddening wealth. For example, in a notorious scene from the
1983 film Scarface, the character Tony Montana is pictured as a Cuban-American cocaine mogul
with dilated pupils and bloodshot eyes appearing atop a lavish desk next to a white mound of
cocaine making outrageous claims and threatening actions with firearms. (Image 3) The
personification of cocaine use is also heard in Eric Clapton’s 1977 rock song Cocaine in the
lyrics:
If you got bad news
You wanna kick them blues cocaine
When your day is done
And you wanna run cocaine
She don't lie, she don't lie, she don't lie,
Cocaine
The consistent portrayal of extravagant cocaine use throughout Western humanities lends to a
cumulative expectation effect of the psychoactive material that is ingrained in the subconscious
of modern society.
From an oral story-telling perspective, the coca plant was unknown to Europeans prior to
Francisco Pizarro’s invasion of modern-day Peru around 1531. Reportedly, the coca leaf had
many roles in Incan culture and was used in a number of cultural customs such as celebratory
feasts and religious rites (Mortimer, 1901).
Coca has long been used by populations throughout the Andes region of South America.
Traditionally the dried coca leaves are chewed after mixing with a tiny amount of alkali
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substance to sustain energy levels while performing laborious outdoor work. Concurrently it
reduces the desire to consume food (Weil & Rosen 2004). Coca consumption was condemned by
conquistadors because the indigenous population believed in the sacredness of the plant chewing coca sustained mind and body. Since it did not promote sustenance, it was deemed as
superstitious and false belief against Christianity and thus sacrilegious.
Later in the 19th century, European scientists began to experiment with coca leaves and
were successful in extracting the active ingredient, an unusual crystalline organic base that was
chemically named cocaine and testified to have anesthetic action on the nerves of the tongue.
Cocaine was medically popularized in Europe as a topical anesthetic and treatment for mental
disorders, including melancholy (Holmstedt & Fredga, 1981). Famously, cocaine was
experimented with by Dr. Sigmund Freud for treatment of depression and morphine dependence.
He later opposed its use after the unsuccessful medical treatment of a close friend Wilhelm Fleiss
(Hart & Ksir, 2017). At present, medicine still has use for cocaine in dentistry and surgery as it is
categorized as a Schedule II substance, holding onto accepted medical use.
Cocaine has a complicated pharmacology, and the pharmacological mechanism does not
fully explain the human behavioral consequences. The observable differences fluctuate with
route of administration - creating space for humanities to tell myriad stories of cocaine use with
little supplemental information coming from scientific studies.
As the Western use of coca morphed from a chewable leaf to an ingredient found in early
formulations of Coca-Cola, to ingested powered and later a smokable product in the form of
crack-cocaine, laws and policies transformed accordingly to prohibit non-medical use and target
specific populations. For example, in the United States, an incredible 81.1 percent of crackcocaine trafficking offenders were black in the 2019 fiscal year. And within the same time, the
largest racial group of drug trafficking offenders convicted in federal court were Hispanic
(USSC, 2020). Yet, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration reports data that
confirms there are no statistically significant differences in the rates of illicit drug use between
racial and ethnic groups (SAMHSA, 2014). The more outrageous stories from the humanities
continue to predetermine drug ideology and inhibit more science-based investigation and
conversations.
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Psychedelic Mushrooms:

Despite a long and continued use of various psychoactive plants in traditional cultures such as
ayahuasca and peyote, in a somewhat backwards approach, the field of research into
psychedelics began with Swiss chemist and a fungus. Albert Hoffmann accidentally discovered
the highly potent psychoactive properties of LSD in 1943, a full 5 years after having synthesized
it while in search of a novel circulatory and respiratory stimulant in 1939 derived from the
fungus ergot (Bleyer, 2017). In fact, the word psychedelic was not used until the 1950s when
Canadian psychiatrist Humphry Osmond sent a letter to Aldous Huxley in 1956 and Osmond
later used the word in a scientific paper published the following year (Kahan, 2016). The word
psychedelic itself derives from the Greek words psykhē meaning “mind” plus dēloun which
means "make visible, reveal," or in other words a mind-revealing substance.
Aldous Huxley later wrote the novel Island in 1962 that tells the story of a fictional island
of Pala where inhabitants are strongly focused on intellectualism, mindfulness, and spiritualism
aided through religiously using a locally grown psychedelic. (Image 4)
Psilocybin-containing mushrooms have a rich history as an indigenous psychoactive
material used in spiritual practices and healing modalities for hundreds if not thousands of years.
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Yet, Western culture was not introduced to psilocybin until 1955 when R. Gordon Wasson, an
international banker and writer, traveled to Mexico to seek information about psychoactive
mushrooms. He met with Maria Sabina- a Mazatec curandera conducted ceremonies with
psilocybin-containing mushrooms for the purposes of treating illness, solving problems and
administering contact with the supernatural (DOP, 2015). As legend has it, Wasson may have
been the first Westerner to ever use psilocybin-containing mushrooms in the Mazatec-Catholic
spiritual tradition. He then later published that story in Life Magazine which was propelled
psilocybin into the popular psychedelic culture of the 1960s. The lyrics displayed in Jefferson
Airplane’s White Rabbit (1967) are a fantastic example of the integration into the humanities:

And you've just had some kind of mushroom
And your mind is moving low.
Go ask Alice
I think she'll know.
When logic and proportion
Have fallen sloppy dead,
And the White Knight is talking backwards
And the Red Queen's "off with her head!"
Remember what the dormouse said:
"Feed your head. Feed your head. Feed your head"

Recent actions to biomedicalize psilocybin-containing mushrooms have resulted from
successful large-scale synthesis of psilocin and psilocybin, the two principal psychoactive
compounds found in magic mushrooms (Shirota et al., 2003). It is concerning to think that some
of the rich cultural history and contributions of pioneers such as Maria Sabina and her MazatecCatholic spiritual practices will be forgotten and replaced with a new story informed more by the
science and seen through a physical reductionistic lens.
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Discussion:

In reviewing the historical accounts of a select few traditional psychoactive medicines, there
emerges a theme that the cultural approaches are often neglected in time. Public health and
human rights issues are rarely considered when the plant medicine is taken from indigenous
populations and Westernized. Most typically, only after a plant medicine has been taken out of
context and placed into a system that standardizes consumerism to a point of unsustainability
does the population begin to question the application of the psychoactive substance.
There are valuable lessons to be considered reflecting on the modern history of plant
medicines and substances derived from them. Making substances illegal has been a means of
population control by targeting their actions of a minority group instead of explicitly targeting
their ethnic or physical differences. At the same time, the illegal status of a substance slows
scientific understanding and may led to unnecessary and avoidable patient suffering as a result of
delayed medical use. Biomedicalization is a necessary procedure to establish the validity of
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health benefits, claims and more fully understand risk. However, a much richer understanding is
had when modern culture is open to appreciation of, and able to pay homage to the cultures who
used these nature-originating products in their own systems of healing work.
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It’s just past midnight and I find myself
awake an hour past my intended bedtime.
The next video that pops up on my endless
scrolling feed: a teen girl is miming a crying,
pained expression set to some melancholy
orchestral music, captioned with “my mom
upset while I was in the mental hospital”. A
few seconds of this and the music suddenly
changes to the catchy beats of ‘Teach Me
How to Dougie’. The same girl is now
gleefully dancing under some disco lights,
this time “meanwhile me absolutely
destroying all the other kids in dodgeball”. The sidebar shows that this video has a whopping 7
million views and 20,000 comments.
The video sharing, social media platform TikTok first debuted in 2016 and has since
skyrocketed in popularity with over 800 million active users, 69% of whom are between 13 and
24 years old1. Content is simple - limited to video format, capped at a brief 1 minute in length.
Audio can be shared between users and ranges from catchy pop songs to voiceover clips from a
TV show to recordings from users themselves. Certain audio can become a trend when thousands
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of users spin their own takes on other people’s audio. For example, an audio clip from popular
TV show Parks and Recreation featuring a woman saying: “don’t be suspicious, don’t be
suspicious” in a joking tone has been reposted and reshared by millions of users setting the audio
to their own videos of “suspicious” situations.
This format of social media has been utilized by young adults to portray virtually any
aspect of their lives, thoughts, and personalities. Something that has emerged over the past year
that has gone mostly unnoticed by professionals and most adults, is the massive wave of mental
health related information being shared on TikTok, driven entirely by the teens themselves.
Mental health has long circulated the internet on older platforms like Facebook and Youtube, but
has been dominated by content along the lines of awareness campaigns organized by reputable
organizations or lecture-like teaching videos from qualified professionals. Perhaps most
importantly, content on those platforms are highly regulated, with moderators and sophisticated
AI dedicated to deleting anything that violates rules of conduct that have become stricter by the
year. Any mention of suicide, self-harm, depression, substance use, or anything potentially
emotionally damaging runs the risk of being deleted. While the wild west-esque freedom found
on TikTok is potentially problematic, it has become a safe haven for open discussion. For
teenagers, they have carved out their space to truly be themselves.
An incredibly active young adult community has been built around the subject of mental
health. Open and honest discussion regarding psychiatric diagnoses are especially popular, with
anxiety, depression, OCD and ADHD being most common. A boy jokingly describing his ADHD
medication Vyvanse as being “tunnel vision with no tunnel” had over 500,000 views in less than
a week. A teen looks straight into the camera and describes in graphic detail her IBS symptoms
flaring up from anxiety. The comment sections are always filled with kids commiserating over
their shared feelings, often in a particular brand of Gen Z snarky, unflinching humor. There is a
strong culture of camaraderie and honesty even on topics that were previously considered quite
taboo - medication, hospitalization, therapy, and the messiness of emotional and physical
struggle. All of this is especially refreshing to see given the historical stigma surrounding mental
health.
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With this glaring transparency comes concern. Young girls film themselves showing off
self-harm scars. People are accused of faking autism ‘stimming’ for views. Substance use and
eating disorders are glamorized as being edgy and alternative. With the lack of content
moderation and by the absence of a significant presence of professional, qualified voices on the
platform, the mental health content on TikTok may become a malignant influence on the
impressionable young adult population. Exposure to triggering content has been well established
to increase suicide risk among already vulnerable youth. Appearance-driven aspects of the
platform may heighten risk for disordered eating, body dysmorphia, and other body image
related distress2. Outright misinformation and self-diagnosing serious psychiatric conditions also
runs rampant. Often in adolescent humor, the humorization of mental health conditions may
minimize its seriousness. The trend of the “drink iced coffee… panic attack-y” audio, used 62.5
thousand times, intentionally portrays panic attacks as trivial, everyday inconveniences like
picking out the day’s outfit or seeing an attractive person. Likewise, another audio dubbed “it’s
mental illness isn’t it?” equates having a boring job, messy room, or bad sense of style with
having a mental illness. The comment sections of the hashtag #ADHD videos are littered with
teens professing how relatable the symptoms are and asking for advice on how to obtain
medication. While some of these individuals may indeed suffer from undiagnosed mental
illnesses, the undermining or glamorization of legitimate psychiatric conditions is a dangerous
misrepresentation of mental health.
That being said, social media platforms like TikTok can absolutely be used as a force of
positive influence. Psychiatrists Dr. Neha Chaudhary and Dr. Nisa Vasan believe that such
platforms can be “a psychiatrist’s biggest ally in our mission to improve mental health for the 2
billion people around the world struggling with brain and behavioral health disorders”3. This past
Saturday, October 10, was World Mental Health Day. A trend emerged in the weeks preceding it the hashtag #mentalhealthmatters garnered an immense 2.3 billion views and included popular
topics such as encouraging checking in on your friend’s mental health, debunking common
misconceptions about therapy, educating on anxiety symptoms, and warning about the dangers of
unhealthy coping mechanisms and self-harm. The TikTok platform has thus proven its immediate
accessibility, ease of consumption, and large scale can provide vital mental health information to
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previously hard to reach youth populations. As impossible as it may seem to relate to the youth
of today’s world, it is important that we try. It is vital for providers to stay ‘in the know’ to better
understand our patients, utilize technological tools ourselves, and develop effective approaches
for encouraging healthy social media use.
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Cinema and Psychiatry
Dressed Like A Bat
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The story of Batman is one of the most widely known
tales in the present day. His story has been told across
various mediums in different forms. There might not be
a person around who is not familiar with the bat
insignia. However, the Dark Knight Trilogy remains
arguably one of the most definitive versions of the
character.
Director Christopher Nolan takes a very dark and
grounded approach to the modern myth. The first film is
a reboot of the movie series that tells the origin story of
Batman: a child who has everything one could possibly
need in life watches on in horror as his parents are
murdered in front of him. Swearing to prevent this
atrocity from ever happening again, he leaves his life of luxury behind and travels the world
learning how to confront injustice. Once he feels that he is ready, he returns to his crime-riddled
hometown, vowing to strike fear into the hearts of those who prey on the innocent. He fights to
prevent Ra’s Al Ghul and the Scarecrow from destroying Gotham City.
Batman is one of the most tortured superheroes. He witnessed a traumatic event that
permanently scarred him. The film shows that young Bruce Wayne is full of rage and anger
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towards his parent’s murderer Joe Chill. When Bruce sees that the courts have failed to get him
justice, he intends on shooting Chill himself. This however is not to be, as a mafia boss’s assassin
gets to him first. With vengeance taken away from him, Bruce channels that energy into training
to tackle corruption, eventually learning from the League of Shadows.

“It’s not who you are underneath, it’s what you do that defines you” 2

The movie exhibits the protagonist’s and antagonist’s views of justice. Batman has a clear
line that he is not willing to cross because he wants to be better than the criminals he hunts. Ra’s
Al Ghul believes the end justifies the means - use any means necessary as long as good is
achieved.
Batman is portrayed as altruistic in his fight for justice. Throughout the film, he wrestles
with the notion of going outside the law in order to catch criminals. The very idea of justice
denotes that there is a right and a wrong, but how does one discern this? Bruce himself grapples
with the million-dollar question when he has to steal to prevent starvation. He comes to realize
what justice means to him: to bring to task those individuals who will cause innocent people
harm, or those who use illicit means to achieve power.

“Justice is about harmony, revenge is about making yourself feel better” 2

Ironically, I see this as a story about hope. Despite suffering a crippling tragedy, a person
seeks to overcome the trauma so that nobody ever has to suffer as he did.

“If you make yourself more than a man, if you devote yourself to an ideal, then you become
something else entirely” 2
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Philadelphia was released in theaters all over the
world in 1993. At that time, I was a 12 year old
boy living in Murcia, Spain. For the first time, a
mainstream Hollywood film acknowledged
discrimination against the gay community and
AIDS. Bruce Springsteen’s song Philadelphia was
played on TV all the time. In Spain, the fact that
this was one of the first big screen Hollywood
appearances of Antonio Banderas added more
glamour to the premiere. When the film was
released, I watched it at the theater with my
brother, another friend and his parents. After
enjoying the movie, we went to a famous Italian
restaurant called “La Gondola” to have a cheesy
pizza. At the restaurant, my friend’s mother asked
about our thoughts about the movie. I remembered
a conversation about awareness and solidarity. That year, I bought the CD of the movie
soundtrack. I still own that CD at my parents’ apartment in Murcia. Now, almost 30 years later, I
watched the movie on Amazon again. As a middle aged adult, I think the film offers a good
depiction of the prejudice that the gay community suffered in the 90s. I can recognize how
society has changed since then. For instance, today, in my opinion, a character like Joe (Denzel
Washington) who was openly homophobic and accepted the case only because he believed in
justice would be less understood. Even when we appreciate his transformation through the film,
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today, for this character, the scriptwriter would have to make more effort explaining the details of
his transformation and possible regrets towards a more accepting and tolerant view of the
LGBTQ community. Another aspect that caught my attention is the devotion to work portrayed
in the film. All the characters in the film feel very comfortable not having a personal life and
dedicate all their efforts to their work. Today we enjoy films in which the parents or partners are
more present and available. We want more quality of life. The traditional parenting models are
also represented here. Even in the case of Andy (Tom Hanks) and Miguel (Antonio Banderas),
one can easily tell who is the breadwinner and who is the caretaker. I believe that the film did a
good job at raising awareness and solidarity for a community who at the time suffered open
discrimination. However, and playing the devil’s advocate, I would argue that the success of
films like Philadelphia and other advocacy movies denote the lack of equality that still exists in
regards to the LGBTQ community. In the 2020s, many Hollywood and Netflix mainstream films
continue to portray gay couples as unpolluted and apparently perfect. Only society’s prejudice
gets in the middle of their well being. An argument can be made that more equality will exist
once we see mainstream Hollywood movies with dysfunctional couples that happen to be gay
without adding especial significance to the plot of the movie.
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